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Abstract:   30 
 31 
For many years, people working near strong static magnetic fields of magnetic resonance 32 

imaging (MRI) machines have reported dizziness and sensations of vertigo. The discovery a 33 

decade ago that a sustained nystagmus can be observed in all humans with an intact labyrinth 34 

inside MRI machines led to a possible mechanism: a Lorentz force occurring in the labyrinth 35 

from the interactions of normal inner ear ionic currents and the strong static magnetic fields of 36 

the MRI machine. Inside an MRI, the Lorentz force acts to induce a constant deflection of the 37 

semicircular canal cupula of the superior and lateral semicircular canals. This inner ear 38 

stimulation creates a sensation of rotation, and a constant horizontal/torsional nystagmus that can 39 

only be observed when visual fixation is removed. Over time, the brain adapts to both the 40 

perception of rotation and the nystagmus, with the perception usually diminishing over a few 41 

minutes, and the nystagmus persisting at a reduced level for hours. This observation has led to 42 

discoveries about how the central vestibular mechanisms adapt to a constant vestibular 43 

asymmetry and is a useful model of set-point adaptation or how homeostasis is maintained in 44 

response to changes in the internal milieu or the external environment. We review what is known 45 

about the effects of stimulation of the vestibular system with high strength-magnetic fields and 46 

how the mechanism has been refined since it was first proposed. We suggest future ways that 47 

MVS might be used to understand vestibular disease and how it might be treated.   48 
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Ten years ago, Vincenzo Marcelli and colleagues (Marcelli et al. 2009) noted a peculiar 49 

phenomenon while using functional imaging (fMRI,1.5 Tesla) to explore patterns of activation in 50 

the brain by vestibular stimuli. Using a cold-water caloric stimulus as the probe, and before any 51 

images were taken, he reported “the existence of spontaneous nystagmus activity preceding the 52 

injection” and presciently speculated, “which could be related to the spontaneous vestibular 53 

stimulation recently described because of the exposure to strong magnetic fields in the MRI 54 

environment”. He then cited the work of Glover et al (Glover et al. 2007) who had written about 55 

the possible influences of magnetic fields on the inner ear. Indeed, dizziness and vertigo around 56 

high-strength magnetic fields had been reported by human subjects for decades, and a possible 57 

labyrinthine origin had been suggested more than 25 years ago by Schenck (Schenck 1992).  And 58 

there was evidence from animal experiments, for example, by Houpt et al (Cason et al. 2009; 59 

Houpt et al. 2003, 2005, 2007; Snyder et al. 2000; Weiss et al. 1992), who reported that rats 60 

without a functioning labyrinth entered a high strength magnetic field willingly while those with 61 

intact labyrinths did not. But Marcelli’s observation of an induced nystagmus in the MRI 62 

machine, which would not have been possible had he not followed a fundamental clinical dictum 63 

– to best observe a peripheral vestibular nystagmus one must eliminate the suppression effect of 64 

visual fixation on an unwanted nystagmus – first explicitly tied effects of magnetic fields to the 65 

function of the vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR). 66 

  67 

I. What caused the nystagmus: The Lorentz force hypothesis 68 

  69 

We learned of Marcelli’s observation during a casual conversation with him at a conference in 70 

Siena, Italy, which stimulated us to investigate this phenomenon at our newly installed 7T 71 

magnet at the Kennedy-Krieger Institute at Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore. First, we 72 

confirmed that the origin of the MRI induced nystagmus required a functioning labyrinth by 73 

recording patients with no labyrinthine function who showed no nystagmus in the 7T MRI 74 

machine. 75 

 76 

One of us, Dale Roberts (Roberts et al. 2011), then developed the hypothesis that static 77 

magnetic-hydrodynamic forces (Lorentz forces) within the endolymph were the source of the 78 

labyrinthine stimulation in the magnetic field. The idea was that the ionic currents normally 79 

generated in the endolymph fluid above the hair cells of the utricle interacted with the magnetic 80 

field to produce a sustained Lorentz force (Figure 1). This force pushed the fluid into the 81 

adjacent opening of the lateral semicircular canal, pushing on and bending the cupula and, in 82 

turn, the processes of the hair cells that extend into the gelatinous matrix of the cupula, sending a 83 

(mistaken) signal to the brain that the head was rotating. The force was acting as a constant 84 

acceleration of the head, which with a natural rotation would cause a sustained displacement of 85 

the cupula in the same way. Consequently, a sustained nystagmus was produced to compensate 86 

for a head rotation that did not actually happen. The sustained displacement of the cupula, which 87 

leads to a persistent nystagmus in the MRI machine, differs from the more commonly used 88 
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rotational stimulus – a constant velocity rotation of the body – which initially displaces the 89 

cupula, but as the rotation continues the cupula gradually returns toward its initial position over a 90 

period of a minute or so, and the nystagmus fades away. The advantage of the constant-91 

acceleration vestibular stimulus induced in the magnet is that it produces a vestibular nystagmus 92 

(and imbalance in central vestibular tone) that can last for minutes or hours, ideal for study of 93 

vestibular adaptation and potentially for therapy to promote an adaptive response for 94 

rehabilitation. 95 

 96 

It should be noted that this pattern of labyrinthine stimulation in an MRI machine is artificial in 97 

the sense that with a normal pair of functioning labyrinths there is no natural way to rotate the 98 

head and produce the same pattern of stimulation of the semicircular canals as when they are 99 

activated in the MRI machine. Furthermore, when the head is earth-horizontal, any stimulation of 100 

the lateral semicircular canals should be accompanied by changing activity of the utricle due to 101 

its revolution around the gravity vector. Likewise, with stimulation in the magnetic bore when 102 

the subject is supine the otoliths do not signal rotation, but the semicircular canals do. The 103 

unusual pattern of stimulation, of course, does not allow for a perfect mimic of naturally-104 

occurring central responses to a prolonged nystagmus. However, it also may have advantages in 105 

studying the motor and perceptual responses to vestibular stimuli that are discordant and produce 106 

an intralabyrinthine conflict between what the semicircular canals and what the otolith organs are 107 

sensing. 108 

 109 

 110 

 111 

The robust and easily observed nystagmus resulting from exposure to the MRI magnetic field 112 

provided a clear, quantifiable signal for testing the various ways that magnetic fields might affect 113 

human tissues – diamagnetic and paramagnetic properties of tissues, electromagnetic induction 114 

(Faraday) forces related to movement in a magnetic field, magneto-hydrodynamics, and static 115 

Lorentz forces. By manipulating the speed of entry of the subject into the magnetic field, the 116 

subject’s orientation relative to the magnetic field, the subject’s direction of motion, and the 117 

magnetic field strength (using 3T and 7T magnets), we were able to tease apart both the time 118 

course of the stimulation (dynamic and transient vs. static and continuous), and the polarity 119 

dependence of the stimulation (field polarity-dependent vs. not polarity-dependent). The 120 

observation of a continuous and polarity-dependent response allowed us to eliminate dynamic 121 

Faraday forces, dynamic magneto-hydrodynamic forces, and polarity-insensitive diamagnetic 122 

and paramagnetic forces, and focus on the possibility of a continuous and polarity-dependent 123 

Lorentz force. The Hall Effect is another continuous and polarity-dependent mechanism, but it 124 

has been dismissed as a possibility due to the negligible effect that might be produced within a 125 

volume of conductive fluid (Schenck 1992). Fortunately, to aid in the estimation of a possible 126 

Lorentz force, there were already models regarding the magnitude of forces needed to deflect the 127 

cupula and produce nystagmus, and data indicating the strength of the ion currents available 128 
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within the inner ear fluids to interact with the magnetic field (Oman and Young 1972).  We could 129 

then estimate the size of the induced Lorentz force due to natural ionic currents, and whether it 130 

could produce nystagmus. These considerations and the experimental results made the Lorentz 131 

force hypothesis plausible(Antunes et al. 2012; Glover 2015; Glover et al. 2014; Roberts et al. 132 

2011).   133 

 134 

We further tested these ideas with a geometric model of the relations betweeen the openings of 135 

the semicircular canals and the position of the utricle in the vestibule. By changing the static 136 

orientation of the head of normal subjects in the magnet, by comparing the response when they 137 

entered the magnet head first versus feet first, and by recording the response of patients with 138 

only one functioning labyrinth we developed further evidence for the Lorentz force hypothesis. 139 

In intact human subjects the usual pattern of response with the subject lying supine in our MRI 140 

machine (magnetic field vector points head to toe with the subject entering the front of the MRI 141 

machine head first) was a conjugate, primarily mixed horizontal-torsional nystagmus with the 142 

slow phases of the horizontal components directed toward the left ear and the slow phases of the 143 

torsional components such that the top poles of the eyes rotated toward the right ear (Otero-144 

Millan et al. 2017; Roberts et al. 2011). However, with the chin pitched far up the horizontal 145 

component of the slow phases were still to the left (but with higher slow-phase velocities), and 146 

with the chin tucked far down, the horizontal component of slow phases usually reversed, now 147 

being directed to the right. Consequently, there was one pitch orientation where there was a 148 

“null” with no nystagmus. When subjects were placed into the bore feet first instead of head first, 149 

which reversed the relative orientation of the utricular current and the magnetic field vectors, the 150 

directions of the horizontal and torsional components of the nystagmus also reversed. 151 

  152 

These patterns of nystagmus are explained by the fundamental rules of labyrinthine excitation 153 

based on the work from the nineteenth century masters: the response of the eye (or head) to 154 

excitation of an individual semicircular canal (Breur, Ewald, Flourens) (Wiest 2015). Stimulation 155 

of a lateral canal elicits horizontal slow phases and stimulation of a vertical canal elicits a mixed 156 

vertical-torsional nystagmus with the slow phases upward (superior canal) or downward 157 

(posterior canal) but with the torsional component from each vertical canal always such that the 158 

top pole rotates toward the opposite ear. Furthermore, Ewald’s second and third laws define 159 

ampullopetal movement of the cupula in the lateral canals as excitatory and ampullopetal 160 

movement of the cupula in the vertical canals as inhibitory. 161 

 162 

Thus, the nystagmus with the head supine and with the chin pitched far up was explained by 163 

excitation of the right lateral semicircular canal and inhibition of the left (to produce the 164 

horizontal component, as during natural stimulation with rotation of the head around its yaw 165 

axis) and by excitation of the left superior canal (contralateral to the excited lateral canal) and 166 

inhibition of the right superior canal (ipsilateral to the excited lateral canal) to produce the 167 

torsional component (the opposing effects on torsion from the two superior canals adding) 168 
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without a vertical component (the similar effects on vertical eye movements from the two 169 

anterior canals subtracting and cancelling, figure 2).  170 

 171 

 172 

Further support for this scheme came from the nystagmus induced in the MRI machine in 173 

patients with unilateral labyrinthine hypofunction (Ward et al. 2014a). In addition to a horizontal 174 

component they also had a vertical component with slow phases upward from excitation of the 175 

remaining left superior semicircular canal with right-sided loss of function, or slow phases 176 

downward from inhibition of the remaining right superior semicircular canal with left-sided loss 177 

of function. Taken together these patterns of nystagmus in intact human subjects and in patients 178 

with unilateral loss of function in one labyrinth strongly supported the Lorentz force hypothesis. 179 

More recently (Ward et al. 2018a) studies of mice with genetic defects in the development of the 180 

utricle further support this idea.  Like human beings, mice with an intact labyrinth have similar 181 

patterns of nystagmus in an MRI machine; however, mice without a functioning utricle, but 182 

intact semicircular canals do not have nystagmus in an MRI. This suggests that ionic currents 183 

from a normal utricle are necessary to generate the nystagmus observed in an MRI machine and 184 

that semicircular canals are insufficient.  The utricle is believed to be the predominant source of 185 

the ionic currents that, when in a strong static magnetic field, generate the Lorentz force in the 186 

endolymph that displaces the cupulae of the lateral and superior semicircular canals. We 187 

emphasize that the macula of utricle itself is not displaced by the Lorentz force in the 188 

endolymph; the utricle only supplies the ionic currents that interact with the magnetic field 189 

(Figure 3). 190 

 191 

 192 

 193 

II. MVS and vestibular adaptation: A tool to study set-point adaptation (Zee et al. 2017) 194 

  195 

MVS has many advantages over other forms of vestibular stimulation in that it imposes, a 196 

precise, sustained signal comparable to a constant angular acceleration, that can last hours but 197 

without having to rotate the head. One caveat as discussed above, is that MVS does not stimulate 198 

the semicircular canals with a pattern that can be produced with a natural head rotation. Such 199 

prolonged stimulation would be impossible with any natural rotation of the body, and impractical 200 

and less exact when using other artificial forms of vestibular stimulation such as caloric or 201 

galvanic excitation of the labyrinth and vestibular nerve. In our original studies of MVS we 202 

noted that the induced nystagmus did not remain at a constant level but partially dissipated 203 

slowly over time. Furthermore, when subjects were removed from the magnet after being inside 204 

for a while, a transient after effect, lasting minutes, appeared with nystagmus directed oppositely 205 

to the nystagmus when in the magnet. The initial slow-phase velocity of the aftereffect slowly 206 

increased the longer the subject was in the magnet and the aftereffect slowly faded away over 207 

minutes when outside the magnet.  208 
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 209 

It is likely that adaptation is occurring in the vestibular periphery at the hair cells or peripheral 210 

vestibular afferents, but the contribution of peripheral adaptation to the observed nystagmus is 211 

uncertain. The adaptation rates of hair cells are short (on the order of milliseconds (Eatock 212 

2000)), however, some peripheral afferents do adapt over seconds to minutes in response to 213 

constant acceleration in primates and could account for a portion of the early components of 214 

adaptation (Goldberg and Fernandez 1971). We interpreted this pattern of behavior as the natural 215 

“adaptive” response of the brain to any sustained unidirectional nystagmus which is always 216 

inferred as being “pathological”.  The imbalance induced by MVS between the tonic levels of 217 

activity in the vestibular nuclei on either side of the brainstem serves as an “error signal” that 218 

drives central adaptive mechanisms to nullify the unwanted behavior (the sustained spontaneous 219 

nystagmus). The adaptive mechanism creates an opposing bias that restores balanced vestibular 220 

tone, and in turn, ocular stability and clear vision. This process of adaptation is an example of 221 

wide-spread, homeostatic mechanisms in the body in which “set-points” of equilibrium are 222 

maintained to optimize biological functions (Zee et al. 2017). 223 

 224 

50 years ago, Young and Oman, and Malcomb and Melvill jones (Malcolm and Jones 1970; 225 

Young and Oman 1969) identified, quantified and mathematically modelled this form of short-226 

term vestibular adaptation in normal human subjects based on recording nystagmus in response 227 

to relatively brief, for a few minutes, constant velocity or constant accelerations of the body. 228 

Using an approach based on control system engineering principles they identified “an adaptation 229 

operator”, which could be implemented with an integrator and feedforward or feedback signals, 230 

to null any unwanted, spontaneous nystagmus. While this work was seminal, its scope was 231 

limited by the relatively short time – a few minutes – during which they could comfortably and 232 

safely challenge the brain to make an adaptive correction. With MVS, however, we can extend 233 

the stimulation time to hours, and so we were able to identify multiple adaptation mechanisms 234 

with different time courses and different degrees of fragility, as reflected in the different 235 

durations of their after effects (Jareonsettasin et al. 2016).  Adaptation that was acquired more 236 

slowly was more enduring, with a longer-lasting after effect. This type of behavior can be 237 

interpreted using various conceptual approaches to learning – Bayesian, Skinnerian, or 238 

bioengineering control systems – but they have in common a perspective based on when, by how 239 

much, and for how long we must change our behavior in a new environment.  240 

 241 

Recently we studied the effects of vision (fixation to suppress the spontaneous nystagmus), and 242 

of continuous head motion during MVS, on the early phases of set-point adaptation (Ward et al. 243 

2018b). Fixation of either a small or a large visible target, or sustained head shaking either in the 244 

dark or with visual fixation inside a strong static magnetic field had little effect on short-term, 245 

VOR set-point adaptation. The relative independence of set-point adaptation from superimposed 246 

activity contrasts with the critical and necessary influence of vision and motion of images on the 247 

retina during head rotation that drives the dynamic (gain and direction) components of VOR 248 
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adaptation. The brain relies on internal signals to assure a stable platform and on external 249 

feedback to optimize its movements. And in a more general sense, we note these characteristics 250 

of vestibular, set-point adaptation are in accord with the biological imperative of quiet and 251 

stillness for survival. In this way the body is optimally poised to make the next important move, 252 

be it for defense, food, or procreation. 253 

 254 

 The studies of the multiple mechanisms and time courses underlying “set-point” adaptation in 255 

the vestibulo-ocular system using MVS may have wider implications to motor control of other 256 

types, including normal and abnormal control of the limbs, and the posture of the body during 257 

standing and walking. Perception and its disorders, too, require similar adaptive strategies to 258 

revise mental constructs of our relationship to a changing internal or external environment (Mian 259 

et al. 2013, 2015, 2016). Homeostatic mechanisms are pervasive for all types of control systems 260 

in the body, and MVS can give us clues to the general principles that underlie them. 261 

 262 

MVS gives us a tool to investigate the many possible mechanisms underlying motor learning and 263 

how we adapt to disease and trauma. As an example, pharmacological manipulation of adaptive 264 

processes can be easily studied using MVS and might encourage novel therapeutic approaches to 265 

disease. The study of adaptive responses to MVS might help us understand how different 266 

peripheral lesions affect adaptive responses, e.g., recurrent attacks of Meniere’s syndrome or 267 

vestibular migraine versus a single attack of vestibular neuritis, and how patients with central 268 

lesions, for example in the cerebellum, adapt to vestibular imbalance. Producing a new, sustained 269 

vestibular bias directed oppositely to an imbalance already imposed by disease might encourage 270 

more robust or faster restoration of normal vestibular balance. Extension of MVS to study of 271 

vestibulospinal and control of posture might be possible by studying after effects on balance 272 

outside the magnet. And the dissociation between perception, which is transient, and nystagmus, 273 

which is sustained, seen with MVS may provide clues to similar dissociations between what the 274 

subject feels and what the eyes show, that often occur in patients with vestibular disorders, such 275 

as benign paroxysmal positional vertigo (BPPV). 276 

 277 

III. Implications for fMRI 278 

  279 

One of our first thoughts about the implications for MVS was that it could be a potential 280 

confound in functional imaging studies. Whether the eyes are open or closed, except when the 281 

orientation of the head of the subject happens to be in the null position, every part of the brain to 282 

which the vestibular system projects is activated by the central imbalance induced by MVS. 283 

These structures include much of the cerebral cortex, and many areas in the thalamus, cerebellum 284 

and brainstem(Kirsch et al. 2016). Furthermore, if the eyes are open, visual areas are also 285 

activated by motion of images on the retina, and ocular motor areas are activated as they issue or 286 

monitor the ensuing motor commands that attempt to suppress the unwanted spontaneous 287 

nystagmus and keep the eyes still. Since adaptation occurs over multiple time courses, the 288 
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amount of nystagmus will vary over time and lead to activity that fluctuates in different parts of 289 

the brain over time. Recent studies confirmed that MVS can affect resting-state activity in 290 

functional MRI(Boegle et al. 2016, 2017).  Of course, one could find a null position in each 291 

subject before doing a functional imaging study, or design paradigms that consider the changing 292 

patterns of central activation by MVS over time, but these confounds have not been considered 293 

in fMRI studies. Given the many behavioral confounds and caveats already known for fMRI, the 294 

widespread nature of vestibular projections to the cerebral hemispheres, cerebellum brainstem, 295 

more detailed analysis of the potential for MVS to produce artifacts are needed.  296 

 297 

  298 

IV.  The Future of MVS 299 

 300 

Looking at the history of how previous ways to stimulate the vestibular system have been 301 

applied to both science and disease, we can predict where MVS may take us. Because MVS is a 302 

reliable, nonvarying and easy to manipulate vestibular stimulus (e.g., strength of the induced 303 

response, orientation of the labyrinth relative to the magnetic field vector), the induced 304 

nystagmus provides a consistent, quantitative readout of brain function that can be tied to many 305 

aspects of behavior and activity in the brain. One can imagine applications to the results of 306 

functional and other forms of imaging (e.g., movement of fluids in the labyrinth during 307 

vestibular stimulation), to perception, attention, neglect and other cognitive measures during 308 

vestibular stimulation, and to motor behaviors apart from nystagmus (e.g., postural tone, 309 

movements of the limbs, vestibulo-spinal and vestibulocollic reflexes). As shown above MVS is 310 

an ideal model for studying the multiple time courses of set-point adaptation which may have 311 

implications for many types of learning including optimizing programs of rehabilitation. MVS 312 

can be relatively easily studied in experimental animals (Houpt et al. 2011; Ward et al. 2014b), 313 

measuring not only vestibulo-ocular but vestibulospinal and vestibulocollic function, and recall 314 

that early studies in rats pointed to the critical role of the labyrinth in producing symptoms in 315 

human subjects who worked around high-strength magnetic fields. Knowledge of MVS is critical 316 

for assessing the safety and potential side effects of vestibular stimulation, as the use of stronger 317 

magnetic fields spreads for both basic science and clinical use. 318 

  319 

The effects and implications of discordant labyrinthine stimulation is another area for further 320 

study since MVS does not stimulate the labyrinth in a way that can occur naturally with motion 321 

of the head. This includes the selective stimulation of the superior and lateral semicircular canals 322 

with MVS which is not possible when human beings with intact labyrinths rotate their heads. 323 

Likewise, MVS with the subject supine and stationary induces a sense of rotation from 324 

stimulation of the semicircular canals but this is not corroborated by a fluctuating pattern of 325 

otolith stimulation, as happens during “natural” barbeque rotation (rotation around an earth 326 

horizontal axis). Because of this unnatural, inherent conflict between signals from the 327 

semicircular canals and the otolith organs, motion sickness and perceptual illusions are potential 328 
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side effects of MVS. These can serve for study of activation of the labyrinth and of vestibular 329 

perception (Mian et al. 2013, 2015, 2016) but also can have important clinical implications as 330 

they may induce motion sickness and vomiting which can be deleterious to a patient whose 331 

wounds are fragile because of recent surgery (Ward et al. 2015). 332 

 333 

Finally, scientists have speculated for over 150 years that migratory species can use the magnetic 334 

field of the earth for navigation, yet the receptor that detects this signal is unknown (Nordmann 335 

et al. 2017, Wiltschko and Wiltschko 1996).  While there is some evidence that a neural response 336 

for magnetoreception can be recorded in the vestibular nucleus of pigeons (Wu and Dickman 337 

2012), we emphasize that that the strength of the magnetic field used in our studies to stimulate 338 

the labyrinth is orders of magnitude larger than that of the magnetic field of the Earth, making 339 

the stimulation of the labyrinth by strong magnetic fields in an MRI machine unrelated to any 340 

possible use of the Earth’s magnetic field for navigation. 341 

 342 

V. Summary 343 

  344 

It has been about a century since a new tool to stimulate the vestibular system has emerged. 345 

Rotation of the head or the body, caloric stimulation and galvanic stimulation have been reliable 346 

mainstays of vestibular stimulation. Sound, too, has been used to stimulate the vestibular system 347 

since Tullio described his phenomenon and sound is now used to elicit vestibular-evoked 348 

myogenic potentials. But MVS adds many advantages to all these methods because of its 349 

consistency, ease of quantification, comfort over long periods of stimulation, and the relative 350 

ease by which its effects can be manipulated. Many behaviors controlled by the brain can be 351 

studied with MVS including perception and cognition, motor performance, learning and 352 

adaptation, both to understand the function of the brain and for diagnosis and treatment of 353 

disease. As the strength of magnetic fields of MRI machines increases for both scientific and 354 

clinical use it becomes increasingly important to understand the mechanisms and safety issues 355 

related to its use. 356 
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 447 

Legends 448 

Figure 1 - The Lorentz hypothesis proposes that the interaction of the MRI magnetic field 449 

(yellow arrows) with naturally-occurring ionic currents flowing into the hair cells in the utricule 450 

(green arrows) in the inner ear endolymph fluid (inside blue volume) creates a persistent Lorentz 451 

force within the fluid. This fluid force then pushes on the cupulae (the head rotation sensors, 452 

orange areas), which creates the observed nystagmus via the vestibulo-ocular reflex. Although 453 

the precise nature of endolymph ion current flow and direction is unknown, the utricle is 454 

believed to be the predominant destination of the ion currents that generate the Lorentz force. 455 

 456 

Figure 2 - In magnetic vestibular stimulation a Lorentz force is hypothesized to induce a mixed 457 

horizontal and torsional nystagmus due to the stimulation of the horizontal and superior 458 

semicircular canal cupulae.  A) The nystagmus generated is a mixture primarily of horizontal and 459 

torsional components as shown in the traces of eye position over time in one subject.  B) After 460 

entering the magnetic field (at time 2 min), a subject develops a predominantly horizontal and 461 

torsional nystagmus. The slow-phase velocity of nystagmus shows a partial, but incomplete 462 

adaptation over time for both the horizontal and torsional components, and an aftereffect occurs 463 

upon exiting the magnetic field (at time 7 min).  C) Whenever the vectors of the static magnetic 464 

field and the net utricular current are not parallel, a Lorentz force is generated (its direction 465 

determined by the right-hand rule, see inset) that displaces the cupulae of the horizontal and 466 

superior semicircular canals.  The equation for the Lorentz force (F) is represented by F = Lj x 467 

B, where j represents the current vector giving the direction of positive charge movement, B the 468 

static magnetic field vector, and L the distance over which the current flows. 469 

 470 

Figure 3 - A) At rest, potassium ions (K+) enter the apical ends of vestibular hair cells, leading 471 

to Ca2+ influx and hair cell depolarization.  B) Potassium ions are secreted into endolymph by 472 

dark cells.  We hypothesize that the potassium ions are concentrated in the endolymph above the 473 

utricle and enter the utricular macula with relative uniform direction.  C) In a strong static 474 

magnetic field, a Lorentz force is generated when there are differences in the orientation of the 475 

utricle current and the magnetic field vectors.  This Lorentz force creates endolymph fluid 476 
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movement near the cupula of the superior and lateral semicircular canals, that in a strong 477 

magnetic field is enough to displace the cupula and generate nystagmus. 478 

 479 

 480 
 481 
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